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Mecho® Introduces the WhisperShade® IQ2-DC Shade Motor
Quiet, intelligent, and powerful. The complete solution.

Long Island City, NY: 2019 – Mecho, the industry leader in commercial solar shading, introduces the new WhisperShade IQ2-DC shading system – the most powerful, intelligent, and ultra-quiet DC powered shade system on the market.

The ultra-quiet IQ2-DC operates at only 38dBA—equivalent to the sound level of softly falling rain. This quiet operation makes it ideal for healthcare environments by meeting the World Health Organization's recommendation that sound levels be less than 40 dBA in patient rooms for an optimum healing environment. No leading competitor can make this claim.

WhisperShade IQ2-DC’s innovative design has unmatched power to lift single or multi-band shades up to 600 square feet for ease in solar control while preserving architectural intent, design, and aesthetics. The IQ2-DC also features built-in “smart” technology that alerts facility managers of potential maintenance issues before they lead to costly downtime or unexpected repairs. No other product on the market offers this power or technology.

Mecho’s IQ2-DC joins a complete line of WhisperShade products that operate as stand-alone motors, or, can be incorporated into Mecho’s automated shade systems to provide maximum solar control, building efficiency, and preserve architectural design aesthetics.

The IQ2-DC now makes it possible to utilize low-voltage and line voltage intelligent motors in a single system—a feature that no other North American shading company can offer. The WhisperShade IQ2-DC motor is another way Mecho has earned and maintained client trust with the reputation for quality, innovation, and forward-thinking solutions.

Since 1969, Mecho has been the go-to choice of architects, designers, and engineers for innovative, cutting-edge solar-control products to bring design visions to life. Mecho is consistently at the forefront of revolutionizing window shades and thrives in hard-to-solve design and technical challenges.
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